This paper proposes the use of MAE-optimal Boolean and stack filters for sequential prediction in lossless grey-level image coding. FIR-Boolean hybrid filters are introduced as variations of Boolean filter structure and shown to be very effective for the prediction task. Different instances of optimal filtering are considered for realizing the prediction stage. First, the use of global-optimal predictors is analyzed] when the global MAE-optimal filter is used as a predictor. Then more refined structures, block-optimal and adaptivesize-block-optimal are considered] where predictors are adapted to local characteristics. These structures prove most suitable when small prediction masks are used. Extensive simulations are carried out for analyzing and comparing the performance of the newly introduced predictors and various other sequential predictors.
INTRODUCTION
Boolean and stack filters excel in solving image processing tasks, when the available images are corrupted by impulsive noise. These applications exploit the ability of Boolean filtering structures to cope simultaneously with noise attenuation and detail preservation.
In this paper, we introduce a different class of applications for Boolean filters, namely prediction, when the available data may be perfectly clean. Other attractive features of this class of filters are thus exploited here: (a) the procedure for the optimal design is much simpler than the procedure for linear filter design (at least for small window sizes); (b) the code-length necessary for transmitting the parameters of the filter is smaller for Boolean and stack filters than for linear filters. Due to these properties the predictors can be very well fitted to the images to be transmitted, such as to reduce significantly the entropy of the residuals. Meanwhile, the cost incurred by the transmission of the predictor information is not high, and globally, a lower bitrate than in the fixed predictor case is obtained.
Slight variations of the Boolean filter structure are also considered, in order to costumize it for the prediction application. FIR-Boolean hybrid (FBH) structures are considered, where the first level comprises some fixed parameter linear combiners, whose outputs feed the second level, consisting in a Boolean filter. The optimization process is carried out only for the second level, the weights of the linear combinations being kept fixed.
PREDICTION BASED ON OPTIMAL BOOLEAN AND STACK FILTERING
Consider an n, x n, M-valued image, the current pixel being denoted D(ilj). N pixels in the neighborhood N D ( , ,~) are selected for predicting D ( i , j ) , and they are arranged into an N-dimensional vector, denoted
has to be causal with respect to the scanning order selected for the image (e.g. from left to right and from top to bottom in our experiments). A Boolean filter [2] , [6] or a stack filter is used to process the information from D ( i , j) for predicting the value of D(i, j ) . The predicted value is computed as: m=O where T, denotes the thresholding operator, which is applied componentwise to a vector. When the Boolean function f is positive, the filter is a stack filter and can be computed in the integer domain using min and max operators (acting on the pixels in N~( i , j ) ) .
One way to asses the predicting performance of the Boolean filters is to use the Sum of Absolute Error criterion, denoted here as J f (that is sometimes reported as the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) criterion)
In the case of stack filters, the positive Boolean function minimizing the prediction criterion (2) can be found by solving a linear programming problem [l] using e.g. the fast algorithms provided in [3], [6] . On the other hand, for the Boolean filter class, the optimal predictor minimizing criterion ( 2 ) can be found extremely easily for the binary case ( M = 1). For M > 1, the problem of finding the global optimal solution has an exponential complexity; however it is easy to find a suboptimal solution w.r.t. criterion (2) . This suboptimal solution will minimize an upper bound of J f , i.e. it will globally minimize the criterion
In order to exploit the efficiency of linear predictors, a mixed filtering structure is proposed. The optimization is carried out only for the Boolean function.
To evaluate the efficiency of each predictor we use the entropy of prediction errors, which is a lower bound on the required codelength per pixel obtained with independent source coding techniques (Huffman, arithmetic coding). Denoting the prediction errors for each
the entropy is:
where p ( e ) is the relative frequency of occurrence of the prediction error value e, e E { -
)). Denoting the histogram of the prediction errors by h ( e )
h ( e ) = C u d { ( i , j ) l e ( i , j ) = e } (4) and the total number of pixels by T = n, . n,, the relative frequency of error occurrence will be p ( e ) = h ( e ) / T and hence
e=-(M-1) T
PREDICTION USING BLOCK-OPTIMAL BOOLEAN AND FIR-BOOLEAN HYBRID FILTERS

Fixed size block-optimal prediction
Locally adaptive (block-optimal) Boolean filters have been introduced in [5] for image restoration applications, where they were shown to outperform the oneblock optimal Boolean filters. Similar improvement is obtained in the present prediction application, but here it is very important to take into account the high increase in predictor complexity.
The image is subdivided into small blocks and one MAE-optimal Boolean predictor is fitted for each block. All the predictors must be transmitted altogether with the prediction errors, in order to recover the image at the decoder.
The prediction efficiency is measured using a cumulative global criterion, R, which includes both the entropy of the residual image and the additional bitrate needed to code each local predictor. For the case of partitioning the image into n b blocks the cumulative criterion must be computed as follows R = H + 2 N . n~/ T (6) where H is the entropy of the errors (computed using the whole error image), N denotes the prediction window size and 2N is the number of bits necessary for coding each predictor.
Adaptive-size-block-optimal-prediction
There are various possibilities of performing an adaptive block size partition. We chose the following strategy: starting from one block and checking whether splitting would yield improvement in performance.
The main goal of the proposed procedure is to decide if a block should be divided or not into four equally sized subblocks in order to design an optimal filter for each of them separately. The decision to split one block is taken if this improves the global criterion R. The most important term in R is the entropy H , which depends on the histogram of the overall error image. During the splitting process, the modification of the entropy H I due to block splitting, is highly dependent on how the rest of the image is already partitioned, and hence the splitting decision may prove only suboptimal.
Quadtree procedure for subdividing images for prediction The top-down splitting is started having the image already partioned into blocks of equal size, L x L. Then the image is scanned left-right, top-down, selecting one Several experiments were performed using eight 576 x 720 images (Balloon, Barbl, Barb2, Boats, Girl, Gold, Hotel and Zelda) from the JPEG test image set. Only the Y (luminance) component, represented with 8-bits/ pixel, of each image was used. The entropy H of the errors is computed using (3) or (5).
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Compute the optimal predictor fa for the overall block and fa, , . . . , fa,, the optimal predictors for the subblocks B, , . . . , B4. 
Compute the prediction errors and the histograms
+ h8,).
The cost for extra-coding the predictors for the four subblocks is 3 x 2N and that for transmitting the code for the quadtree branching is 4 bits.
Decide to split the block if
If the block is split, and if it is not at the deepest level accepted for splitting (4 x 4 in our experiments), call the present procedure for each of the resulting subblocks. Experiment 2. Block-optimal prediction In this experiment both fixed and adaptive-size blocks were considered. Boolean and FIR-Boolean filters were used for prediction. The codelength needed to encode the predictor themselves is taken into account, and the performance are evaluated using the global criterion 72 (6) . In Table 2 the average over the test image set of the -One additional bit, b, is allocated for each subblock, stating whether the subblock is split, b = 1, or not,
The L x L blocks are scanned in left-right, topbottom order, and the quadtree is coded in top-down mode. image nonstationarity.
global criterion R is presented for both fixed block size and adaptive block size procedures. Figure 1 illustrates the partition of one image from JPEG test image set, which is internally build by the adaptive-size-blockoptimal algorithm to take the maximum advantage of 
. CONCLUSIONS
The prediction performances of optimal Boolean, stack and FIR-Boolean hybrid predictors for lossless image compression have been investigated in this paper. New optimal algorithmic structures were proposed, fitted as much as possible to the image to be transmitted, and shown that the cost of transmitting the predictor parameters is low enough to obtain an overall competitive lossless coding scheme.
The experiments we performed on images from the JPEG test image set give a clear picture of the performances obtained for different predictors, parameters and prediction approaches.
The most important conclusions derived from the extensive experiments are the following:
The best performance is obtained with block-optimal FIR-Boolean hybrid filters for small prediction masks of 3 to 6 pixels. The FBH(3,4) predictor yields the average cumulative criterion R = 4.330, ranking the first among all our predictors and other predictors we found in the literature. The Gradient adjusted Predictor, used by CALIC system [4] gives an average entropy of the prediction errors for the test image set of 4.363.
For Boolean and FIR-Boolean hybrid predictors and small prediction masks the adaptive-size block-optimal prediction slightly outperforms regular block-optimal prediction.
The best performance of one-block sequential prediction is obtained by Boolean predictors with 10 pixels prediction mask.
